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Abstract. The completeness of Curry’s rules for assigning type schemes to terms of the pure 
lambda-calculus has been proved by Hindley (1983) and Barendregt et al. (1983) using models 
of syntactic nature. A first result of this paper is a completeness proof with respect to the model 
P, (as asked by Scott (1976)). Moreover, an extension of Curry’s system in which type schemes 
can be assigned to the’ fixed point combinator is introduced, together with a notion of type 
semantics for which it is proved sound and complete (answering a question of Scott ( 1980) j. Alstr 
in this case, completeness is proved with respect to the model P,. All results also hold for the 
alternative notions of type semantics proposed by Hindley (1983) and Scott (1976. 1980). 

1. Introduction 

The idea of assigning type schemes to terms of the pure A-calculus (or of 

Combinatory Logic), was introduced by Curry [4] in the context of his foundational 

program. In his approach, type-schemes, which are built inductively from a set of 

type variables and the operator ‘ + ’ (denoted F in [4]), are assigned to terms by a 

set of formal rules. A similar approach is developed by Milner [ 111, where type- 

schemes are called ‘polymorplilc’ +\.pes. Curry’s approach differs from that of 

considering typed A-calculus since, in the latter case, each term is defined with a 
particular fixed type, while, in the former case, different type schemes can be assigned 

to the same term. 

With the development of the notion of h-calculus model, a number of interpreta- 

tions of type schemes in models have been proposed by Scott [16, 141 and Hindley 

[6]. In [6] Curry’s type assignment rules are proved to be complete (in the usual 

sense of logic) for all these semantics. An alternative proof for the semantics 

proposed in [ 161 is given in [2]. 
In both [6] and [2], however, completeness was proved using models of syntactic 

nature. such as term models. It is then natural to ask if there are more interesting 

models with respect to which completeness holds. This question is raised explicitly 
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for the model P’ in [ 14, Section 71 (see also [3, Problem 41). Our first result is a 

completeness proof for Curry’s system with respect to the model P,. As an interesting 

by-product of this proof we obtain a semantic proof of the well-known Normal 

Form Theorem for typed terms. 
The notion of type assignment given by Curry’s rules is, however, too restrictive 

since many interesting terms have no type. One such term (perhaps the most 

important) is the well-known fixed point combinator Y = hf.(hx.f(xx))( Ax.f(-~)). 

This motivates our search for an extension of Curry’s system that would allow the 

assignment of type schemes also to Y. In particular, we want Y to have type 

(a 3 (Y ) + IY for all types (Y in accord with the interpretation of Y as a fixed point 

operator on functionals of arbitrary type. 
In this paper, a system of this kind will be introduced together with a notion of 

type semantics for which it will be proved sound and complete. We will define our 

notion of semantics by considering only models in the categoi;r qf c.p.0. (in which 

we can naturally interpret Y as a fixed point operator) and by imposing a closure 

condition on ths interpretation of types. Suggestions in this sense, are given in [ 1 l] 

and [IS]. Indeed, as remarked by one of the referees, our notion of semantics seems 
the most natural for models in the category of c.p.0. 

All previous results will be proved to hold for the alternative notions of type 

semantics (F-semantics and quotient-set semantics) proposed by Hindley [6] and 
Scott [ 13, 151. 

Basic definitions for Curry’s type assignment system are given in Section 2. The 

new type assignment system and its fundamental properties are presented in Section 

3. Sections 4 and 5 contain the completeness proofs, with respect to P,,, of the type 

assignmsnt systems of Sections 2 and 3 respectively. Finally, in Section 6, all previous 
results will be shown to hold also for the F-semantics :ind quotient-set semantics 
of type\. 

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts of h-calculus and 

A-calcuIus models. For A-calculus notation we follow [_ 1, Chapters 1 and 21. The 

notion of the A-model . N = (D;,[ II) is from [9] (set ;&-I [ 1. Chapter S] and [ 101 
for equivalent definitions). We also assume an elementary knowledge of the model 
Y,,, [ 13. Sections 1 and 23. 

3. Curry’s type inference system 

Type \;;nta.u is defined according to Barendregt ut 01. C-71 arid Hindley [A]. CL, p. 

-A 6 will range over types. The notions of statement and basis is needed in defining I 

tyc xnxintics and type assignment. 

2.1. Definition. (i) Let {v~,, cpl,. . . > be a (denumerablel set of type variables. The 
\et T of type schemes (types for short) is the smallest set, such that 
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(ii) A statement is an expression of the form CUM where M is a A-term and cy 

is a type. M is the subject of the statement and CY its predicate. 
(iii) A basis B is a set of statements with only variables as subjects and such that 

no two statements have the same subject. 

The intended meaning of a statement CVM is that cy is a type for M. 
The following natural interpretation of types in an (arbitrary) model has been 

proposed in [16, Problem II, 41. It is called the ‘simple’ interpretation of types 

in [6] (see also [2]). Given a model Ju = (D, 9, [ j), types are interpreted as subsets 

of D, starting from an interpretation of basic types and interpreting a type CY + 13 
as the set of all elements of D that give values in p when applied to values in 0. 

Other interpretations of types will be discussed in Section 6. 

2.2. Definition (simple semantics of types). Let JY = (0, l , [ 1) be a A-model. 

(i) Let V: (q, 1 i E w} * 2” be a valuation of the type variables. The interpretation 

of N E T in .dt via Y (denoted acre.:!) is defined inductively by 

(iii) .M. BI= aM iff V’V: &, B, Yl= CUM, 

B,= CYM iff VA4 : AY, R I== cdkf. 

If B= cvlcl (. tt, Bl= CUM) we say, following Scott [ 141, that M has functionaliry cx 

in terms of B (in ./it j. 

2.3. Definition. (i) Type assignment is defined by the natural deduction system [ 131 

b;lsed on the following rules: 

provided a.~ is the only assumption with x as subject on which PM depends. All 

occurrences of cr_x are then ‘cancelled’ as assumptions oi the deduction. 

t + E) 
cx-+?M aN 

POW 

(EQP) aM M=,N 
QN 
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(ii) As usua!, a deduction is a set of statements arranged as a (finite) tree with 

statements relating according to the rules above. In a deduction the root icxalled 

the end-statement and the (non-cancelled) leaves are the (open) assumptiow. 
(iii) B V- aM, where B is a basis, means that there is a deduction,of rx!M whose 

open assumptions are all statements in B. 

The (noneffective) rule (EQP) is needed to have completeness. In fact it is known 

(see [63> that if (EQP) were omitted, types would not be invariant under conversion 

of terms. 
Properties of type assignment have been widely studied (see [6] or [3] for a 

review). One of the most interesting ones is the Normal Form Theorem: 

f3t- cuM+ M has a j3-normal form. We will give a semantic proof of this theorem 

in Section 4. 

Soundness of type assignment is easily proved by induction on deductions [3]. 

Completeness was proved in [h, 21. 

2.4. Theorem. R t- CXM +, B I= CYM. 

In [6] and [2] completeness was prt,ved by showing that. for some particular 

model . M,, and valuation of the type variables T;,. we have that XI,,, 8, ‘I’& aM + 
l3- CUM. In 163, A[,, is the term-model of P-equality, while, in [2], .& is a new model 

ic;tlled the filter model) which is also of syntactic nature. In the next section we 

will prove completeness with respect to the model PC,,. 

2.5. Theorem. P,.,. B I-= ~29 + B t- CUM. 

Follr,)wing [ 2, 61 we will define a valuation of the type variables ‘1;) such that 

et,. B. ~~‘,,%M+ Bt-aM. In our choice of 7/‘ (), in particular, for all type variables 
q. I ;,t q ) has only one element. In this way, we give a positive answer to [3, Problem 

21 (alsc~ mentioned in [h]) where it is asked whether completeness can be proved 

bv uing only valuations p‘ such that ‘I ‘(q) is a singleton set. 

3. An extension of Curry’s system 

:I\ rcmarhcd in Section 1, in Curry’s system the fixpoint combinator Y = 

A/:( A.r.f~.r.r ))(A.r.f’(.r.r 1) fails to have functionality (as do many other A-terms). In 

fact. since Y has no nwmal form. IW type can be assigned to it (for a semtintic 

motixition, see [3]). By Theorem 2.4, to define a notkn of type assignment that 
a!lo~~s the a4gnment of types to Y we must modify both type semantics and type 
:wignmcnt r&3. 

WC rwc~l ;i notion of wlitifry (rjlt‘notc it rt.) such that, for all types (Y. k==,(cu -+ cy) -+ 

CY Y. W dcfinc such 3 noticjr? bv considering onlv a particular class of models and _ _ 
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by restricting the possible interpretations of types. First of all, we must consider 
only models which are complete partial orders and in which Y is interpreted (in 
Tarski’s sense) as the least fixed point operator. A suitable class is that of continuous 
h-models defined in [l, Chapter 19, Section 31. To define theni we need the notions 
of approximate normal form and approximant of a term (our definitions are 

’ equivalent to those given in [ 1, Chapter 14, Section 31). 

3.1. Definition. (i) The set k” of approximate normal forms is defined, from the set 

of term variables plus a new constant symbol 0 in the following way: 

( 1) 0 E Jv: 

(2) If x is a variable and Al, . . . , A, E &/I/^ (n 2 0), then (xA, . . . A,$) E JK 
(3) If x a variable, A + l2 and A E N, then hx.A E N. 
(ii) Let M be a term and AE N. A is an approximant of 1M (A G M) iff there 

exists an M’ = pM such that A can be obtained from M’ by replacing some subterms 

with 0. 

(iii) ?.J/ 84) = .tiflVA, {A].& M}. 

For example, 

d(Y) ={Af.f”O 1 n E w}, where f”0 =f( . . . (ffl) . . . )). 

In fact y=oAfif(Yf)=pAfif”(yf). 
We recal: that J+’ properly includes the set of p-normal forms. Moreover, if M 

has a p-nc,rmal form N, then NE d(A4). 

The definition of continuous A-models is inspired by fh~ approximation theorems 

proved t-y Hyland and Wadsworth [8]. 

3.2. Definition. A continuous A-model is a A-model .tN r= (D, - , [ 1) with a partial 

order relation z on D such that 

(1) (D, I=) is a c.p.o., 

(2) * is continuous (with respect to the Scott topology induced by C, see [l, 

Chapter 1, Section 2]), 

(3) for all terms M and environments p, the set {[IA]: 1 A E d(M)} is directed 

and [M&I’ = !_t{[IAD;I’ 1 A E WW, w ere the interpretation function [ 11 is extended h 

to approximate normal forms by interpreting L? as the least element uf D. 

ln all continuous A-models the Y combinator is interpreted as the least fixed 

point operator OII Ll [ 1, Chapter 19, Section 31. Most interesting models are indeed 

continuous A-models. For example, Pm7 &, T” and 3, the model of Biihm-like 

trees [ 1, Chapter 18, Section 41. 

However, considering continuous A-models is not sufficient to give functionality 
to Y. We must also restrict the class of possible interpretations of types. First of 

all, we must require that _L E [c$F for all cy (where L denotes the bottom element 

of D). In fact, observe that kc(a + a) + CUY and I=, cy + crAx.x- imply l=,eu( YAXX 1 
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and, in all continuous A-models, [I YAx.xD;~ = 1. Now, assume I E ‘V(q) and take 

c~(Icp-,(pl:/. We have [YI];~(u)=u{tl”(-# n E CO} and, for all tz, U’*(L) E [VI’:!. 

Since we want [ Yl,re U) E Upj’:‘, we must require ?‘-(cp) to be closed under 1.u.b. of 

w-chains. Equivalently, we require -V(q) to be directed complete [i.e., such that, 
for all directed X c 1’( rp), UX E ?+)I. 

3.3. Definition. Let . N = (D, - ,I j) be a continuous h-model. 

(i) Y:(~,~iEo}d’ is well-strrrctnrd iff, for all i E o, T“( vi) is directed complete 

and lx l‘iI+7,). 

(ii) At, B t=, aA iff, for all well-structured 37 .Zl, B, W=aah’l. 

L?t=, aM iff, for all continuous A-models .#: .:M. B t=C a&I. 

In [ 131. functionality is presented also as a iool for studying total functions. 

IMiously. this is no longer possible with our latter notion of functionality, since L 
WC allr)k5 ti function to yield l_ (undefined) as a value. 

Proof. The proof follows by straightforward induction on types using continuity 

;tnd vhscrving that. in a11 continuous’h-ITlodtSlci. KY E II: i - s = 1. 

3.5. Definition. (i) Type :lsGgnmcnt for continuous semantics is defined by adding 

to the natural deduction h\-stem of Definition 2.3(i) the following rules: 
-- 

1 f&? i frf) for all types 0 

tr.+\ 
1c I 

for 211 A 6 .,d( .EI 1 ----_ ___-_---_-_ __ --_ 
dI 
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even a more general rule (EQPI2) of type invariance under P-R-con version 

[ 1, Chapter 15, Section 21 could be derived. Obviously, marq properties of Curry’s 

type assignment fail for the system of Definition 3.5 as, for example, the Normal 

Form Theorem. 

Soundness can easily be proved. Since (C) is an infinitary rule, we must use 

transfinite induction. 

3.6. Theorem (Soundness). Bt-+A4 a Bi==,arM. 

Proof. Let us associate with each statement of a deduction 9 an ordinal number 
in the following way. 0 is associated with each assumption of .9 and with each 

statement obtained by (0) (i.e.. every leaf of 2). 
The ordinal associated with the conclusion of an inference rule is greater than all 

the ordinals associated with its premises. 

The ordinal of 9 is the ordinal associated to its end-statement. 

The theorem can now easily be proved, using Lemma 3.4, by transfinite induction 
on the ordina! of a deduction. 

. 

As a trivial consequence of soundness we have the consistency of I-‘. (in the sense 

that not all types can be assigned to all terms). Completeness will be proved in the 

model P,,,. 

The proof isill he given in St’ction 5 where ~‘e will also prove the following 

(intuitively evident) properties of the formal system. 

3.8. Theorem. ( i) I#f M IIOS a rrormai form. therl Bhd-4 m B +.c NM. 
(ii) If B I-~ CUM, therz there is a deductiorz showing this with orlly nnc applicatim 

of rule (C) nrld slrch hut (C) is the last rule applied. 
(iii) &r/e (EQ/3) is redundmt (ix, it is N deriwd rule). 

4. Completeness proof for Curry’s system 

We recall a fw. basic concepts concerning the rrwdcl P,,, [ 14, Sections 1 an:l 21. 

(m, /I) denotes the code for the pair of integers In, 11 and e,, dcnotcc: the finittl s&sct 
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of o coded by n (where we assume the standard coding of [ 14, Section 11). Recall 

that (0, 0) = 0 and e,) = 0. Moreover, for all x E P,, fd( x) = 0, {O}(x) = (0) and O(X) = W. 

As in [ 141, define 

Az.t~{(n,m)lm~r[e,~/z]) and x=y=(m13e,,cy: (n,m)~~}, 

where t is a term over P, and X, y E Pw. Following [14] we write x(y) for x l y. 

If x = ht.~, then x is saturated in the sense that (n, m) E x and e,, c ek + (k, m) E x. 

Recall that no saturated element of P, (except 0) is finite. I = {( n, m) 1 m E e,,} is 

the interpretation of the identity function in P,. 
In this section, interpretations of terms and types are always considered in the 

model P, and the superscript ‘P”’ will be omitted. 

The main idea in our completeness proofs is to associate to each type cy a value 

f,, E 1~~1 r;, (for a suitable choice of (Jr,), such that, if cy = (x1 + cy2, then f&J = f+ 

while, if (Y = q or yf cyI, then t,, (I,)) does not belong to any type. We will then 
\how, by a simple induction, that, if P, is an approximate riormal form, 

f’,,,. fjlr, I’;+= cuA + Bt-- aA, where pL3 is i&e environment such that P&X) = tcu if 

u c B and Y&V) = 0 otherwise. The extension to arbitrary terms can easily be done. 
The values z,, are built from tw<) set of values t,, d; (i E w) chosen according to 

t hc following proposition. 

4.1. Proposition. There ure calrres t,, d, E P,,,( i E w ) such that 

Ci) i#j =3 t,fZ, (~jE:w), 

(ii) t, is firiite. 

l iii) 1, kc (CL (0)). 

Gv) V’x C P,u : t,(x) ~2 {fl, {(I}}, 

C9 if t, Z x. 

iv) cl, ( s ) = I iJt,=x. 

w otherwise. 

Proof. A pos4hle chok for t, i5 t, = ( i + 1. 0). As for tl, ohstxve th:st each c& is the 

rqxkxWativc of a continuous function (in fact, 1, is finite). 

WC ;i\sumc. from now on. that t,, tf, a-e chosen according to Proposition 3.1. 

4.2. Definition. I;,(ip,)={t,) (ic 0). 
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4.4. Lemma. (i) t, E (I a] .r/;. 

(ii) IHIY” n (8, (01, w} = 8. 

317 

Proof. The proof follows by straightforward induction on LY. 

We denote the number of arrows in a type cy by IaI. 

4.5. Lemma. (i) ta(fp)~{O,{O},~)~a~P~ y and t,(t,)=t, 
(ii) f, Ejlpjj~;, =3 a = p. 

Proof. (i) By induction on Ial + IpI. The case Q = q is vacously true by Proposition 

4.1 (iv) and Lemma 4.4(ii). For the induction step assume cx = (a, -+ l . - + a,, + cpi) + 

Y. Then t,,(t,) = di(fp(fa,) . . . (L,,W, 

By Proposition 4.1 (v) we must have &( t,,) . . . ( tcz,,) = ti and, then, z(, ( to) = t, 

Moreover, b y Pronosition 4.1 (iii) and n applications of the induction hypothesis, L 

we have p = q + - - 6 -+ CY,, + vi. 

(ii) By induction on p. If p = vi (j E o), observe that f,+,, E [q,j );, for i 5 j (by 

definition) and that t,,-,13 E [qI] l;, since t,,+ being saturated, is not finite. If p = y + S, 

then, by Lemma 4.4(i) we have t,, ( t:,) E [SJ 1 ;, and we can apply part (i) of the lemma 
and the induction hypothesis. 

If B is a basis. ~:‘e have FV( B) = { _.. I3a : ax E B}. Observe that, given an arbitrary 

basis B, we may assume the existence of term variables not in FV( B). 

4.6. Definition. If B is a basis, let pr3 denote the environment defined by 

t 
p&) = ‘I 

if CYS E B, 

(13 otherwise. 

Note that, by Lemma 4.4(i), P,, pu, Y&= B. 
Recall that P,, is a continuous h-model. 

4.7. Lemma. Let B be a basis and A mz approximate normal form (as irl Defhition 

3.1 ). Then [Al,,,, E [uj/ ,;, =+ Bt- cwA and, hence, A is a normal forin (i.e., :R does 

mt occur in A 1. 

Proof. WC prove, by ctructural induction on A, that 

=+ Aisanormalformand BI-CQ-+ ~--w,,-+(P,A. 

From this the lemma rrivially follows. 

The case A = L! is impossible by Lemma 4.4(ii). If A = x, then, by Lemma 4.4( ii) 
and Definition 4.6 we must have px E B for some type p. ( # ) thien follows by II 

applications of Lemma 4.5(i) and one of Lemma 4S(ii). 
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If A = hx.A’, we must have n > 0 (fi is not saturated). Assume, without loss of 

generality, that x SZ FV( B). Then: 

Uh~-A’lj,,,~(~~,) - - - (lm,,) E IIViU I;, * 

3 UA’Ilp,, ,i,,1,!(1”2) - - - (ln,,) E IIViII I,;, 

=+ A’ is a normal form and Bu{a,x}t-a*-, l 

(by induction hypothesis) 

+ hx.A’ is a normal form and BI- q + l l . + 

(by rule ( -+ I)). 

If A=xA+. A,,,( m 3 I)? then, by Lemma 4.4(ii) and 

have Sx E B for some type 6. Moreover, 8 is not a type 

Proposition 4.1 (iv), [A&,, E ($9, (0)). So, 

Ii-rA I ' - - &II,,,, = MIA J,,,, * - ’ u&npH = 

a,, + cp,hx.A’ 

Definition 4.6 we must 

variable. Otherwise, by 

= d,m4,n,,,,(~p,) . . . ( f~3,))ovw2np,, . . . uA,7,nf,,, = c 

krnd c( f,,,) . . . ( t,,,, ) E i&J r;,. By Proposition 4.1 (v) and Lemma 4.4(ii) we must have 

:iA,C ,,,, (I,~~) . . . (I,,,) = 1, i. UqIJ Ior and, hence, cl,(UA,D (r,,) . . . &,,i, = I. 
By induction hypothesis A, is a normal form and 

The folbcing lemma has some interest in its own right. 
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Proof. Let cy = cyl + - - l + a,, + pi. Take x1,. . . , x,, E FV(B) and define B’ = B u 

{cx~x~IO s js n). We have f,, BY= <pi(MxI . . . x,) and, since P, is a continuous 
h-model, 

Since ti is finite, we must have [A],,. E ~~i~~~,;, for some A E sf(Mx, . . . x,,). By 

Lemma 4.7, A is a normal form. Therefore, A4x, . . . x,, and, consequently, R/I have 

a normal form. 

An immediate corollary to this lemma is the well-known Normal Form Theorem 

for typed terms. The interest of our proof is in its being semantic, while all other 

proofs (to the author’s knowledge) are essentially syntactic. 

4.9. Theorem. B I- aM + M has a normal form. 

4.10. Proof of Theorem 2.5. Assume P,, Bt==M. By Lemma 4.8, R/I =p N where 

N is a normal form. By Lemma 4.7 we have BI- aN and, by rule (EQP), Bt--- CYM. 

5. Completentlss proof for the extended system 

We prove Theorem 3.7 with the same technique we have used to prove Theorem 
2.5, but we must redefine t,, d, and %:,. From now on, the new definitions replace 

the old ones. 

5.1. Proposition. T/zere G, ? tlahies tj, di E P,, ( i E o ) SUCK that 

(i) iZj * CiEftl (ijEw), 

(ii) nc> subset of t, is saturnted, 

(iii) Kx E Ptr) ti( Sj = w. 

(3 d,(x) = 
I if X L tj, 

0 otherwise. 

Proof. Let a ~((0, n) ] n E w}. A possible choice for tj is ti = a u{(i + 1,O)). AS for 

(Ii observe that t/i represents a continuous function on P,. 

5.2. Definition. F’;,( pi) = { _X 1 x c t,}. 

Observe that ‘I’/;, is well structured. 

Let t,, be given as in Definition 4.3, but choose t,, d, according to Proposition 51. 

5.3. Lemma. (i) t, E[Q$;,. 

(ii) w f! [CY~ 1flC,0 
(iii) x E I[cY~ r;, and yrx + y++,. 
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Proof. The proof follows by induction on cy. 

5.4. Lemma. (i) f,,j8) f w 3 LY = $I --, y and tJ@) = t, 
(ii) f&) # o + ‘a = p + y and t,(Q = t, 

(iii) f,E[&, * a!+& 

Proof. (ij By cases on CX, using Proposition 5.1 (iii). 

The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar to those of Lemma 4.5 (i) and (ii), respectively. 

5.5. Definition. If B is a basis, let psi denote the environment defined by t 
““( ‘) = ” 

if ax E B, 

w otherwise . 

5.6. Lemma. Let B be a basis and A an approximate normal form. Then 

1 AD,,,, c IMJ r;, * B’-caA. 

Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 4.7 using Lemmas 5.3(ii), 

SA(ii) and 54(iii), respectively, instead of Lemmas 4.4(ii), 4.5(i) and 4.5(ii). The 
main differcncer; are the following. 

If A = 0, then I?+ uJ2 by rule (0). 

If A=xA,... A,,, (m 2 0) and A, = 0, then, by Lemma 54(i), 6 = J3 -+ y and 

IhII r2n,,,, = I,. The proof then continues as the proof of Lemma 4.7 observing that 

c , /3f2 by rule (l2 ). 

5.7. Proof of Theorem 3.7. By Lemma 5.3(iii), Pcti. B, ‘Y,, +,_. CYM implies that, for 
all A E .d/( M ), Pti,, B, To !=< aA. Then by Lemma 5.6, B t-C nA and we can build a 

deduction of gA4 from B using rule (C). 

5.8. Proof of Theorem 3.8. An easy inspection of the proofs of Lemmas 5.6 and 

4.7 4~~s that, if Hk==,.aA. then we can show that Bc,w\ without using rule (C). 

C’I:rml~ i i I. ( ii f and (iii) immediately follow. 

6. Comparison with other type semantics 

In 11 JT 15, h] two alternative interpretations of types, that we call the F-semantics 

2nd f-stmantics of types, vjere proposed. Both have been formalized in [6] (where 

the ktttcr is called the quoti::nt-set semantics) to which we refer tho reader for more 

ckt;ril~. In thi, \cction we Mill show that our results also hdd for these semantics. 
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F-semantics 

The F-semantics of types was introduced in [6]. It is motivated by the observation 

(due to Scott) that, given a A-model A =(D,*, [ I), there is a subset F of D whose 

elements can be considered as the ‘canonical’ representatives of functions in D + D. 

F is obtained by picking up (according to [ 1) one element for each extensional 

equivalence class in D (with respect to 9). It can be shown that [ Jj uniquely 
determines F and vice-versa. In particular, F ={d E D 1 d = [Ax. yxl, for some 

environment p}. The F-interpretation of types is then defined by replacing (2) of 

Definition 2.2(i) by 

All other notions of Sections 2 and 3 can be defined for the F-interpretation of 

types as well. In particular, let +’ and k,’ represent the counterparts of != ;nd bpc. 

In [7], Curry’s typing rules were proved to be sound and complete also for the 
F-semantics of types. In our case, it is easy to verify that all results and proofs of 

Sections 3,4 and 5 hold, without modifications, if we consider the F-interpretation 

of types instead of the simple one. This is due, essentially, to the fact that, by 

definition, t,,+ E F. A consequence is the F-completeness, with respect to f,, of 

Curry’s rules. 

6.1. Theorem. P,,, B I=“cYM 3 B I- aM. Hence B l==‘cuM + B I- CYM. 

F-completeness has been proved in [7] with respect to terms models. The proof 

given there, howver, involves a lot of syntactic considerations and seems a little 

more complicated than ours. 

For our extended system of Definition 3.5 we obtain the foltk>wing analogue to 

Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. 

6.2. Theorem. (i) P,,, B l=f’aM -_*, B I-~ CYM. 
(ii) B&xM e Bt,nM. 

Geman tics 

This semantics was introduced by Scott in [14, Section 73 (where some basic 

results have been proved) and [ 151. Given a model .& = (D, - ,, [ I), the types are 

interpreted as equivalence relations on subsets of D rather than simply as subsets 
of D. More formally, let ‘Y‘ be a function that associates to each basic type ppi a 

transitive and symmetric relation -E on D. v can be extended to all types by 

defining inductively 

If we define (I~~f=(dId-~ d} we immediately have that -z is an equivalence 
relation on [L$!. This interpretation of types is more restrictive than the simple 
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one, since now for do [cy + p1.T we require not only that da e E @I;“! whenever 

e E [rvj :’ but also that d maps equivalent elements of [aj;1( into equivalent elements 

of 1Ipj.r. Modifying accordingly Definition 2.2(i) we obtain a new definition of 

satisfiability that we will denote I=<‘. 

In [6], Curry’s rules, were proved to be sound and complete also for this semantics. 

Completeness was proved by showing that, with respect to an arbitrary h-model, 

completeness for the simple semantics implies completeness for the %-semantics. 
From this and Theorem 2.5 the comp!eteness of Curry’s rules with respect to P, 

immediately iollows. 

6.3. Theorem. P,,, B I= ’ CYM 3 B t- CXM. 

To treat the system of Secti~xr 3, we must define a notion of well-structured 

intcrprctation. Recall that if D is a c.p.o., then the relation c can be extended to 
/2X LI by defining (x, y&(x’, y’} iff XC x’ and yz. y’. Then, following Definition 

XXi), WC define a valuation Y of the type variables to be well-structured iff, for all 

type variables q, 

(I) L-L _L, 

(2) xc--: and X directed * _AX E -i.. 

WC can now define !=,’ as in Definition 3.3(ii). Moreover, it is easy to verify that, 
as in Lemma 3.4, if ‘18” is well structured, properties (1) and (2) hold for all types. 

Using these properties we can prove by transfinite induction (as in the proof of 

Tbcorem 3.6) the following lemma (suggested by Hindley [6]) 

6.4. Lemma. Let B be a basis, X a term or an approximate normal form and Sy a 

stat~=merrt in B. Then for all continuous h-models At, envirorrmenbs p upld well- 

structured I - srrch that I tl, p, I’% z B we have 

Soundness is an immediate consequence. Moreover we may easily prove (using 

the sarnc technique as in [ti]) that, in each continuous h-mod& completeness for 

the Gmple semantics implies completeness for the F-semantics. Theorem 3.7 then 

holds for the Z-semantics as well. 

6.5. Theorem. (i) P,,,. B I= ,’ cuA4 3 B kc. CUM. 
(ii) Bb,T ailf # BI----,~M. 

Finally. we remark that soundness and completeness also hold for that 

inscrprctation of types (let us call it the F-F-semantics) obtained by defining 

‘1 hi\ seems in fact to be the semantics intended in [ 141. 
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7. Conclusion 

We have chosen the model Pw to prove completeness results since it is both 

relevant and mathematically tractable. We conjecture that, with the same Lechnique 

of Sections 4 and 5, completeness could be proved also with respect to the models 

T” [ 121 and DA [S]. It should also be possible to prove Theorem 3.7 with respect 

to syntactic models, using a technique similar to that of [6]. In this case we may 
use the model 8 of Biihm trees introduced in [I, Chapter 18, Section 43. 

In [6] a completeness result is proved also for the type assignment system obtained 

by replacing rule (EQP) with rule (EQfiv) (with the obvious meaning). In this case, 

only extensional models (i.e., models of Aq) must be tonsidered. The only 

extensional, non-syntactic A-model (at least, to the author’s knowledge) is Scott’s 

model &. But we can easily see that neither Curry’s rules nor the ones introduced 

in Section 3 are complete with respect to D,. In fact, in both cases, types are not 
invariant under th t equality between terms induced by D,. For example, consider 

Wadsworth’s comb nator .I = Y(Afxy.x(fy)). Since &I= J = Ax.x {I, Chapter 19, 

Section 21 we have ,‘) L q + tpJ and D,t==,cp + cp.l. 

However, we cannot assign type q .+ q to J in both type assignment systems, even 

with rule (EQPq). For example, we have Axy.xO E d(J) and, by Theorem 3.8, to 

get t--c cp + cpJ, we should be able to ass&r 9 + up to hxy.+& while this is impossible 

(note that (EQPq) is of no help here). 
However, we conjecture that both systems become complete with respect to D, 

if we replace (5&3$ by a rule of invariance of types under the equality between 

terms provable in D,. 
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